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FADE IN:
1

INT.HOTEL ROOM- NIGHT

1

The room is dark. A woman more beautiful than you can
imagine dressed in a BLACK LACED BOY SHORT and BRA SET and
wearing eye glasses sits at a corner table silhouetted by
the the dull lamp light that sits on the table top.
A HALF BOTTLE OF TEQUILA sits on the table besides an
ashtray with a LIT CUBAN inside.
The BEAUTIFUL WOMAN totes on the Cuban and chases it with a
shot of Tequila.
She stands and parades over to the bed where we see a half
nude man sprawled out strapped hand and feet to the bed and
a gag ball strapped to his mouth.
The BEAUTIFUL WOMAN unstraps her bra,drops it to the floor
and straddles the strapped man.
WE CLOSE on the man face as it’s filled with sexual
excitement.
The BEAUTIFUL WOMAN start kissing the mans face and slowly
rubs her hands over the man’s chest.
She lends over and opens the night stand drawer. She slowly
reaches in and pulls out a LARGE SHINY MEAT CLEVER.
WE EXTREME CLOSE ON THE MANS FACE...
His eyes widens with fear.
ANGLE ON THE BEAUTIFUL WOMAN
She slams the meat clever down on the man. Blood erupts into
the air splattering the woman. She continues unleashing the
meat clever into the man.
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INT.BATHROOM.NIGHT
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Steam fills the bathroom as the woman showers. Blood
disappears into drain as the woman washes.
BEAUTIFUL WOMAN
(narrating)
I know you’re wondering what the
hell just happened. You’re thinking
what the hell did I just witness?
It’s simple... I’ll answer that for
you. You just saw me kill a man
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

2.

BEAUTIFUL WOMAN (cont’d)
with a fucking meat clever! I chop
his ass up like a slab of beef.Why?
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INT.HOTEL ROOM- NIGHT
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WE CLOSE UP...
Blood covers the bed as the man lays dead. He’s covered in
deep open wound lacerations from the meat clever.
WE CLOSE ON...
The meat clever left driven in the mans head skull between
his eye’s. Dead eye’s open.
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INT.HOTEL HALLWAY-NIGHT

4

The BEAUTIFUL WOMAN calmly strolls down the hall.
BEAUTIFUL WOMAN
(continues narrating)
Why did I just carve this ass hole
open like a slab of beef? I met him
earlier at a bar. He offered me a
drink and I accepted it. At the end
of the night as I was leaving he
ask to exchange numbers. I kindly
thank him for his drink, but had to
refuse exchanging numbers. And
then... and then he went and did
the ultimate. He called me a bitch.
So instead of excepting his number
I offered to fuck and like any all
dog men he accepted. BITCH? No he’s
the bitch. I’m a PSYCHOTIC BITCH!
FADE OUT.

